
 Community Maker

Game Center

AI-Bot Exchange

Social Center

Payment Gateway & Digital Currency Wallet

Freelancer

・Smart robot market analysis

・A weakening of the market movement

・Benefit from daily robot activity

・Intelligent system referral

・P2P game

・Strategic game
・1 Intelligent system referral
・Expanding income

・
1

Advertising platform

・Intelligent system referral

・The first development of ICO through Network Marketing

・15 level referral system

・Ten percent equity

・

1

Fixed Income for superior referral

・Freelancer is a marketplace where employers and employees are 
able to find each other

・The site allows employers to post work for site members while 
bidding on in a competitive tender process

・The site also allows members to host and enter contests for which 
prize money is offered as a reward

・Decentralized Exchange Multi-Block Interface of blockchain

・The newest type of blockchain

・Receive daily dividends

・Minimum commission

・Decentralized multiple wallets
・High security

・High transaction speed
・Referral system

・Income from advertising

・Intelligent social networking and decentralized wallets

・Video-based social networking

・Daily profits from social network revenue as a smart contract

・Smart shareholding with ECS

・We have created a secure and intelligent platform for you to share 
all of our profits and benefits with smart contracts

・ECS Token is central to all platforms, and you can benefit from 
project storage by saving it

・Get smart daily dividends

・High-speed payment gateway

・Smart contract support

・Build an Exchange Cloud Center

・A series of account options are offered, ranging from free accounts 
through to professional subscriptions

Funds Allocation

Token Allocation
ESC token basically goes to the Tron digital currency platform, and the token distribution is done through the smart contract. 

We use the intelligent token drop distribution method to build natural supply and demand

Symbol: ECS
Softcap: 200M TRX (3.5M $ )
Hardcap: 3B TRX ( 50M $ )

Token type: TRC-20
Total number: 1.000.000.000
Type of distribution: Droplet distribution

Funds Allocation

Community: 70%

Software & blockchain developers: 20%

Treasury: 3%

Marketing: 2%

Token develop: 5%

Community: 50% 

Team token: 15% 

Software developers: 10%

Reserve: 5% 

Marketing: 5%

Bounty program: 6% 

Ambassadors program: 9%

www.ecosmartecs.com

ECS ecosystem


